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PERSONAL STATEMENT
I’m an ambitious and dedicated self-motivated individual with commercial experience in web
design, web development and information technology within large and smaller commercial
organisations. I’m driven to deliver effective results by applying my knowledge and expertise to a
given project while working closely with colleagues to produce the best quality work possible.
I have excellent knowledge of XHTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScript (vanilla and libraries such as jQuery),
and several years’ experience with .NET, VB and MSSQL / MySQL. In recent years I have switched
my primary focus to front end development, web performance and browser technologies.
A naturally logical thinker who excels in the art of problem solving, I build on my knowledge with
research and continuous personal development. In the past I have done so in the past by attending
a 13 week Princes Trust course offering teambuilding and practical skills improvement and
volunteering my time and skills in design for a charity helping out victims of hurricane Katrina
(2005).
CAREER HISTORY
September 2011 – Present
Lead Front End Developer / Web Design Lead

Billian I.T. Solutions Ltd

Primarily responsible for front end development but also contributing to the full development life
cycle of websites and projects & for implementing, documenting and maintaining best practice
procedures in all areas of the business.







Utilising XHTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScript / jQuery, VB, MSSQL / MySQL to build solutions for larger
and smaller clients alike.
Excellent knowledge and experience with cross-browser, cross-platform, and cross-device
development.
Experience with source control software (i.e. VSS, Git).
Conducting user experience testing and reviewing designs.
Producing pre-production work / wireframes to demonstrate fundamental concepts to other
departments and clients.
Employing SEO techniques and using the most recent web standards and such as CSS3, HTML5
and responsive design.

August 2009 – June 2011
Covert Operations Agent








Geek Squad UK (BBE)

Providing 2nd and 3rd line technical support for O2, Carphone Warehouse & Best Buy Europe
clients.
Troubleshooting / solving client issues with computers, networking and mobile phones.
Breaking down technical concepts with more accessible language making use of analogies.
Handling customer accounts, managing payment details & selling policies where needed.
Accurately detailing calls received within the internal logging software.
Excelling in customer service, objection handling and high quality solutions.
Developing colleague’s skills through training and documentation as an Android OS Subject
Matter Expert.

2007 – 2008
IT Support / Web developer






Implementing in house process changes to realise quantifiable cost savings.
Identifying opportunities for workflow automation and effective system development.
Supporting users on Windows with a range of applications.
Networking support and security.
Server administrator & support.

2007 - 2010
Freelance Web Design







Whittaker Financial Solutions

Freelance | Divided Design

Operating the latest web design packages.
Producing pre-production wireframes and mock-ups to show clients.
Explaining technical terms in a non-technical language, often making analogies.
Employing SEO techniques and using most recent web standards.
Excellent knowledge of XHTML, CSS, PHP, JavaScript, and MySQL.
Excellent knowledge of Adobe design Packages.

QUALIFICATIONS & TRAINING
GCSE

Mathematics (C)
English (C)
English Literature (C)
Science (Double award) (C C)
Graphic Design (C)

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
Full UK Driving Licence
Certificate in health and safety
Certificate in First Aid
European Computer Driving Licence (ECDL)
Millennium Volunteers 200 hours certificate
Windows Phone Specialist
Windows Phone Expert
Windows Specialist
Blackberry Technology Specialist
PERSONAL SKILLS
I enjoy working as a team, but I am also a capable leader of projects; whether directing a team
within the workplace or academic environment and effectively motivating my peers. I have strong
communication skills demonstrated in my ability to break down complex problems into easily
understood terms. My presentational skills are at a level whereby I can confidently present to
those with professional seniority in a clear and concise manner. I have strong literacy and
numerical skills as evidenced by my qualifications and also possess a keen entrepreneurial instinct.
INTERESTS
I enjoy reading and expanding my knowledge about subjects I am passionate about, such as
design, web development and technology. Outside of that I enjoy going out to watch live music,
comedy shows and experiencing new restaurants. I follow a few American TV shows, as well as
enjoying the teamwork and competitiveness of playing Airsoft at the weekends (when the weather
permits).
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References are available on request.

